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The SiteSafe Alliance
The UK’s leading organisation for helping developers deal cost
effectively with the risk from Unexploded Ordnance

Zetica, Soil Engineering - Vinci and Lankelma announce the formation of the SiteSafe Alliance
(‘SSA’). The SSA provides UK developers with a single point of contact for the assessment and
removal of the risk from unexploded ordnance (UXO) during construction.

The SSA brings together three of the largest and most respected companies in the industry, with a
track record of working successfully together for over 10 years. As none of the companies rely on
the potential follow-on-work relating to UXO hazards as a primary source of income, the SSA truly
provides objective and practical advice on how to deal with any identified UXO hazards.

The SSA provides a full range of services and support from the initial risk assessment through to
the removal of the UXO hazard.

Drawing on Zetica’s expertise and reputation for providing accurate and objective assessment of
the potential UXO risk, the SSA will be able to provide clients with options to mitigate any identified
risk to a level that is acceptable to stakeholders.

The risk mitigation service available from the SSA ranges from simple site awareness briefings or
site supervision by an explosive ordnance engineer to comprehensive detection using nonintrusive geophysical methods and intrusive methods such as MagDrill or MagCone. The recent
introduction of the MagDrill-Plus service also provides the SSA with a unique service that can cope
with a wider range of ground conditions, while being safer and more economical than other similar
techniques currently offered in the UK.

With Soil Engineering - Vinci providing one of the UK’s largest resources of drilling rigs for the
MagDrill and MagDrill-Plus services and Lankelma providing the largest fleet of cone penetration
testing rigs for the MagCone services, the capacity of the SSA is unequalled.

The SSA can also provide complimentary services to include utility services detection and
mapping,

engineering

geophysical

surveys,

detailed

topography

mapping

services,

geotechnical/contamination investigations and testing.

Please direct all queries to Mike Sainsbury on 01993-886682 or email uxo@sitesafe-alliance.com.

